SHARE-A-LETTER

1. Hard-shelled mammal • Attentive
2. Wide • Immense • Ferber novel
3. Memorial • Flowering shrub
4. Legal tender • Pertaining to time
5. Amusing account • Royal color
6. Improve • Anteroom
7. Gauge • Tiny bite
8. Coquette • Qualified
9. Storm cellar • Arm of the sea
10. Valise • Expect
11. Tag along with • Chewy candy
12. Mexican estate • Surrogate
13. Gretzky’s game • Storage area • Majestic carnivores
14. Grandfather’s item • Baker’s raiser • Gorge
15. Fortress • Awareness
16. Onslaught • Moist • Marzipan ingredient
17. Telescope sighting • Forte
18. Phase • Roundabout • Type of cake
19. Stress • Look back
20. “St. ______” • Revenue

Solution on the next page
How to Solve Share-A-Letter Puzzles

Fill in the diagram with answers to the clues. Letters to be filled into the larger areas will be shared by more than one word. All answers read across only. The number of answer words in a row is indicated by the number of clues. If you can’t get an answer, solve the words above and below to discover more letters in the word. We have entered three letters to help you begin.

Caution: The solution is included at the bottom of the page.